ABSTRACT. Wc set a coupled boundary value problem between two domains of different dimension. The first one is dic uniÉ cube of R', nE j2,37, with a crack and the second one is the crack. This problem comes from [1] , that obtained an analogous coupled problem. Wc show that dic solution has singularities due to the crack. As in [7] , wc adapt the Hilbert uniqueness method of J.-L. Lions [11] [12] in order to obtain the exact controllability of dic associated wavc equation with Dirichlet action on a part of the boundary.
INTRODUCTION
Let us start with some notations. For nE [2, 3) , we set w={xER~: x 2=0,0<x,<2 and ifn=3,-l<x3'CI), We sometimes identify 1' and a> with the open sets ]0, 1 [x]-l, lIIn~2 and ]O, 2[x]-l, I [n~2 of Ra-'. We also remark that fi is the unit cube with a slit along the half-hyperplane x2 = 0, x1 =0 (see figures 1 and 2).
au
We denote by y~u, Y+j-T-(resp. y..u, y... -y~-) the trace of the function u and the trace of the outward normal derivative of u on 1' from aboye (resp. from below) in 0. 811 (resp. 6V, da>) denotes the boundary of fi (resp, 1', <o), and we set F1 = afl\P. Moreover, in the sequel, for a function u defined eu in fi we shall also denote by yu (resp.~ev the trace of u (resp. the trace of the outward normal derivative of u) oh 1',. And in order to avoid ev confusions, for a function y defined in 1', we denote by 9v (resp. 9
the trace of u (resp. the trace of the outward normal derivative of y) on df. Finally, y (resp. u») will be in fil (resp. 1'), the unitary outer normal vector on fí (resp. on dI').
From no~v on, A,, (resp. V,,) will d&note the Laplace operator (resp. the gradient)in RW e first consider the following boundary value problem: given fe L 2 (fil), geL2 (o4, find weak solutions uEH' (fil) and u,EH' (en) of (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) hereafter. (u=O on (¡.3) (uí=O on ar.
Our motivation to study problem (l.l)-(l.3) comes from [1] , who obtained an analogous coupled problem between fi and en hin more complicated. Actually, they deduced a coupling between the linear elasticity system in fi and the plate equation in a> (in dimension 3). This paper is the first step in the study of singularities and exact controllability of the problem given in [1] .
Due to the Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed on 1',, the boundary value problem (J.l)-(l.3) splits into two problems: the first one isa coupling between fi and I' i.e. u is a solution of -A,,u=f infl, au u=O on y..,-u=O on ar.
The second one is the Dirichlet problem in w\F i.e.
u,=g in en\fl, (1.5) (uí=O OH 6(a>\l9.
Since this second problem is a Dirichlet problem in a convex domain of we never speak about it (for the regularity of the solution, see [5] and for the exact controllability of the associated wave equation, see [12] ).
We can say that problem (1.4) is a mixed problem Dirichlet-Ventcel (since on a part of the boundary of fi, the boundary condition is of Dirichlet type; while on dic remainder of the boundary, the boundary condition is of Ventcel type). In dimension 2, Ventcel problems on polygonal domains without slit were studied by K. Lemrabet [8] [9] . Moreover, the regularity results we obtained in dimension 2 are similar to those of [8] .
in view of the exact controllability of dic wave equation associated with problem (l.4), we need a regularity result about the solution u of (1.4).
Classically, the optimal regularity we expect is H 2(fl) for u and W(f') for y~u. But, even for u, it is clear that it can not have dic optimal regularity since it is a solution of a non-homogeneous Dirichlet problem in O, which is an open set with a síu (ci. [5) and [7] ). Inspired from ihese resulis, we can show that u and y.,. u admit the following expansion: The expansion (1.6) sbows that u has a singularity due to the crack (in dimension 2, this is a vertex singularity, while in dimension 3, it is an edge singularity). Moreover (1.6) will induce a singularity to y+ u due to the jump of the normal derivative of the singular part cr 112 sin (4) of u. This singularity of -y÷ u is concentrated at the bottom 2 of-the crack Fo, since c is regular far from Fo.
Let us now pass to the wave equation. For Cauchy data (g 0,~oo) and (p,q'0) ('Po andg, are functions defined in O, while 'Pm andq,0, are functions defined in E) and a Dirichlet datum (u, u0) (as aboye, vis defined on 811 x (0, 7'), while v~is defined on 61'>< (0, 7)) we consider the solution'P of the following wave equation:
where sp' denotes the partial derivative of'P with respect to t i.e. SO> = O, 'P~
The problem of the exact controllability consists in finding a time Tsuch that for alí Cauchy data, there exists (at least) one Dirichlet datum (u, yo) such that~'
So, we have to drive our coupled system to rest, by acting on tbe boundaries 611 and 01'.
We adapt the Hilbert uniqueness method of J.-L. Lions [11] [12] in order to apply it to our coupled problem (1.8). Qur technics are anafogous to those of 1'. Grisvard [7] , who studied the exact controllability of the wave equation in nonsmooth domains (see also [14] , Sor the exact controllability of the vibrating plates equation in a polygon).
In our case, the Hilbert uniqueness method is based on the estimate of the energy of the solutionSO of(l.8) with homogeneous Dirichlet data (i.e. u=O, '9sp
by the L 2-norm of the normal derivatives y -~--and y» 6(y±'P~of sp dv4 and~This estimate is itself based on the following identity, where m is a vector field, called multiplier of the form m (x) = x -x 0, where x0 = (xoí x00) satisfies x02=O:
where J'0={xE 6T':x, =0] is the bottom of the crack and cis the coefficient of the singularity appearing in the decomposition (1.6) of sp.
The choice of x0 is inspired from the results of § 7 of [7] . Geometrically, this means that x0 is in the direction of the crack in dimension 2 and in the plane of the crack in dimension 3.
From (¡.9), we can deduce that if x 0, =0, there exists a minimal time 7%
and a positive constant. C such that
here E0 denotes the energy of sp,
Owing to HUM, we arrive to the exact controllability of (1.8) with Dirichlet data only on E{(x0) and Xt(xo).
For convenience, in alí this paper, we suppose that C is a positive constant, which may depend on tbe domain 11 and on the circumstances but which never depends on dic solution of the problem we solve.
VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Let us introduce the two following Hilbert spaces Remarks 2.7: Wc see that u 2 is a solution of a classical Dirichlet problem in a convex domain of Ra-'. Owing to the results of [5] , u,eII 2 (mí) and the exact controllability of zbe associated wave equation is weJiknown (cf. [12] ). Therefore, from now on, we only studythe solution ue Vof problem (2.12).
The splitting phenomenon is a consequence of tbe Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed on 5',. For instance if we consider Neumann boundary conditions on F~, no splitting occurs.
In order to show in what sense uG y, solution of (2.12), is a solution of (1.4), we need the extension of Theorems ¡.5.3.10 and 1.5.3.11 of [5] in dimension 3. The proofs are actually identical using the Green formula (22.11) of [2] 
This proves (2.16).
REGULARITY OF THE WEAK SOLUTION
The aim of this paragraph is to prove the expansions (1.6) and (1.7). Let
. Let uE Y be the solution of (2.12) with data (fg)EH.
Then u and y~u admit thefollowing expansion: (6) .
Proof: The proof is made by interpolation and using Theorems 1.6.2 and 1.11.7 of [13] . 
uEH3/2(F).
We now remark that u is a solution of the following non-homogeneous Dirichlet problem in 11: 
So u 20eH
2 ((0, 1)) and the expansion (3.4) follows from (3.7).
By Theorem 3.5 hereafter (applied with A = 0, see Remarks 3.6), there
where (,~)H denotes the inner product of H.
Let us define the linear operator

T:H-H 2(11)xfP(F):(f,g)-(u 0,u2o).
Owing to the closed graph theorem, if iris closed, then iris continuous and therefore the estimate (3.5) holds. Rut thc closeness of T is a direct consequence of(3.8) and the continuous dependence of the solution uE Vol (2.12) w¡th respect lo (fg) in 11.
This proves Theorem 3.1 when n=z 2.
In order to obíain an analogous decomposition resulí in dimension 3, we need to study <«he Helmoltz equation» in dimension 2. Actually, we shall extend Ihe results of § 2 of [6] 
Then u and y+ u admil thefollowing expansion 
where C does nol depend on A Proof: The idea of the proof is identical with Theorem 2.1 of [6] but the technics are different. The main step is based on an explicil formula for c, obtained as in [3] .
Applying (3.9) with v=u, we can show that u fulflís Since uE Y may be seen as a solution of (2.12) with a datum (f-.U, g-Ay± u)in ¡1, Theorem 3.1 shows that u and y~u admit the respective expansion (3.3) and (3.4); moreover the estimate (3.5) becomes
Owing to (3.14), we deduce that (3.15) ¡¡uok¡ 112<Ifl+ ¡IU?o¡¡II2(F)+ ¡c¡ =C¡t(f.g)I¡11.
Unfortunately, this estimate does not allow us to prove the estimates (3.12) and (3.13). So as in [6] , we modify the decompositions (3.3) and (3.4) of u and '1+ u. Setting (3.16) UR=Uo+c(l~erfi) si,
we directly obtain (3.10) and (3.11) (with the same constant cas in (3.4)). Moreover, the regularity of Up and u2p follows from the following lemma, which is proven by an easy computation. 
It remains to prove (3.12) and (3.13). To do that, Wc need the explicit formula for c. Let us set sin(
1) qi(r, 6)=e~r~/rY 2
We check that (3.18) for sorne d>0. Rut the main problem is that
does not belong to H'(f9. Fortunately,the function 4,, defined by Therefore, on 5', the laplacian of y±4,is equal to~nr3I2e~r~/X, modulo ¡¡-'(1').
Let 4,~E Y be the unique solution of then we have
Before giving the proof of (3.22. ci
show how it implies (3.12) and (3.13).
To obtain the estimate (3.13), it sufficcs to estimate the norm of K in L 2(11) and the norm of y~K in L2(I'). But we easily check that
Moreover, since 4,, is a solution of (320), we can prove that ¡~i~+ vi ¡1 (4>, }± 4,,) The sum of (3.24) and (3.28) yields (3. !2).
Proof of Theorem 3.5: Let us denote by 1, the right-hand side of (3.22).
Using the expansion (3.21) of K, 1 splits as follows: iii) Transformation of I~: The first step consists in using the half Green formula in fi. Since u~¡12(11), we again use its expansion (3.3) and we decomposef0 f4>dx in two integrals corresponding to the regular part and the singular one. For the regular part, we may apply the half Green formula. For the singular part, we use the half Green formula in fl~, for c>0; letting cgo to zero and using the definition of 4>, Wc obtain (3.37)
We now transform the integral over 1' by using Green formula in heorem 3.6 is also true if we suppose that X = 0. Iherefore, it gives an explicit formula for the coefficient c of the singularities of the solution u of (2.12).
Exact Control/ability of a Pluridimensional Coupled Problem
II ¡
Let us suppose that n = 3 up to the end of paragraph 3. In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we shall develop u in Fourier series with respect to the basis kw fsm-(x 3-l)}k<»~.. It corresponds to take the partial Fourier transform in 2 the x3-variable of the solution of the Dirichlet problem in a polyhedral cylinder 6xIt, where 6 is a plane polygon of It 2, as P. Grisvard did in [6] .
We use the following notation:
where fl(2) (resp. 5' (2)) is the domain £1 (resp. 5') defined in § ¡ when n=2.
Moreover, for a point x in fil or in 5', we denote
where x< 2~belongs to fl(2) or l'(=)and x 3E]-l, III.
For an arbitrary function w in L 2(fl) or L'(f') and for alí kEN*, we set Á-~~-1::~x,
its Fourier coefficient with respect to kw 1). The estimate (3.41) precisely shows that u0E IJ2(fl), u206 II' (1') and cEH' (1') and fulfil the estimate (3.5). Finally, the expansions (3.39) and (3.40) imply (3.3) and (3.4) . This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. '12, where h,cL2 (1') and ¡¡h, ¡¡L2<l'>< c7¡J (fg)¡¡,,,
Since xy"2CLP(F), for alí p<2, we deduce that A 2(y~u)GLP(5'), br alí p<2 and using (3.5), we have
As y+uEH¿(f') aná Fis aconvex dornain of the plane, we deduce (3.48) (see for instance Theorem 4.4.3.7 of [5] ).
Using the trace theorem 1.5.2.1 of [5] , the Sobolev imbedding theorem and the estimate (3.48), we arrive to (3.47).
TEJE WAVÉ EQUATION
Our first aim is to establish the existence of a solution to the wave equation associated with the boundary value problem (1.4). The easiest manner is to introduce a selfadjoint operator A from II into II associated with (1.4).
Ihe bihinear form a induces an isomorphism 2=1 from Y into Y' defined by (2=<'u)(v)=a(u,u),
Vu,vE V.
[Jsing the density of 2~(E) in L Since A admits a sequence of eigenfunctions, which forms a basis of Ji, Theorem 3.1 of [7] can be adapted to our setting. Iberefore, we have the If uEDA, then Theorem 3.1 shows that u and y~u admit the respective expansion (3.3) and (3.4). Unfortunately (3.3) does not imply that u belongs to HS(fI), for sornes> 1. Iherefore, as in paragraphs 6 and 7 of [7] ; ifwe 2 want to use multiplier technics, we have to establish an identity with multiplier, which takes into account (3.3) and (3.4). We now pass to the limitase goes to 0. Since uEDÁ, it is clear that the lef-thand side of (4.6) ten& to the left-hand side of (4.5). Moreover since u EH' (0), y+ u EH' (1') and u is regular far from the bottom of the crack, the three first terms of the right-hand side of (4.6) tend to the respective terms of the right-hand side of (4.5 Since y~u=0 on 1%,, and using Theorem 3.10, we deduce that
, (y..,-u)+y~+y.. )y+mV,,n (y--u) dx»
1oí~~1o, , as e-O.
For the second part, using the boundary condition y~u=O on f'~, we see
Ox3 (e,x3)}dx3.
Using the next lemma, Theorem 3.10 and Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem, we deduce that
So the sum of (4.9) and (4.10) gives (4.7). Proof: For vE 9(1'), we can write r t ev
Integrating Ihe absolute value of this identity and using Hólder's inequality, we get
is continuously imbedded into ¡Jq(f') ifí -2/p>-2/q. This last condition is precisely equivalent to p= 4/3. Therefore, the inequality (4.12) can be extended to u in W'P(f'), which implies (4.11). To prove (4.13), it is sufficient to establish (4.14) and (4.15) below:
The reason of ibis spliuing is thai 9 (fl) is noi dense in H' (II) , while 9 (IY) (resp. 2 (fifl) is dense in II' (fi~) (resp. It (fi)).
By symmetry, it suffices to prove (4.14) and only for u c9 (U). Por such a funetion, we may wriie
1' ii(c)u(e~O~xflrzj dr (r,O,x 3)dr.
Using Sehwarz's inequaliiy, we obíain dr 2rdr.
Integraiing ibis Iast inequality over (6,
[, we arrive to (4.14).
We firstly suppose thai n = 3. Using ihe expansion (3.3) of u, ' tising Lemma 3.9 and the definition of S1, we see that this term is bounded by Ce, which tends io zero.
In the same way, using Lemmas 3.9 and 4.7, we show thai ah the terms iend io zero, except the following onẽ ' fr~Jj"c2fr,x3) sin2(~})dOdx3.
Using Lemma 4.6, we arrive to (4.8). The proof of (4.8) is identical in dimension 2, excepí that no iniegrailon over x3 E]-], 1[ appears. Aciually, ji is easier since c is a constant.
The proof of Theorem 4.5 is complete.
Wc are now aMe to esíablish the estimate of ihe energy, which is ihe basis of tSe app]ication of HUM. Integrating by parts over 10,~1, we obtain
As usual (see [¡2] or [7] ),we show that
This is proven by usinguthe Green identiiy in fi in the left-hand side of (4.18) (it is allowed sincé D~ueH'(fl)) and by taking into account tSe fact thai ,n.v±~0 on E and D,4'=0 on Vp
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11w Éwo prev¡ous identities lead to
4'dxJ¿k
Since D,(y~<p)cH¿(V), we prove iii the same way that
Applying (4.5) to 9ff), iníegrating tSe obíained identity over ]0, T[ and add¡ng it with (4.19) and (4.20), we obíain:
where c(r.) is the coefficient of tSe, singularity S1 appearing in tSe expansion (3.3) of~Q) and where we set
Let us now prove tSe fohlowing inequahity
Using tSe defxniúons of tSe norm iii U and of tSe humear forni a, we easily check that 
a4'2
where C is independent of it On the other hand, Theorem 3.10 proves that~» 6Qx+'Pí) (dE ¡3(0V) dv» and fuiflís C being also independent of ¡.
Integrating ihe square of tSese two last inequalities over ]0, 4, we conclude tbai 4'2 also fuiflls (4.26).
WEAK SOLUTIONS OF THE WAVE EQUATION
We transpose Proposition 4.10, we get 
This is actually tSe case if tSe data are more regular. Nevertheless, we sSall
give á meaning to (5.3) and we shall prove more regulariíy for u.
For tSese reasons, we sSaIl say that tSe solution u of (5.1) is a weak solution of the wave equation witS CaueSy data u0, u1 and boundary data u1, u2.
We shall need tSe following density resulí, wSicS is proven using tbe particular geometry of fi aud the density of 9 (0) 
Applying the Oreen identity in fi, and E,, for cG]0, 1[, using tSe expansions (3.3) and (3.4) of q'(¡) and y+'p(t) and letting e go to zero, we obtain:
Inserting (5.9) ixflo (5.8) and using (5.7), we see tbat tSe rigSí-hand side of (5.8) is equal to tSe righi-hand side of (5. Proof: Let 5(í) denote the semigroup generated by -fi. 4' is given by (5.13)
It is usually calted the mild solution of(5.¡0) (see, for instance [15] IIUIIL"w,rrr0)+l¡4¡IIr
It is classical that die wave equation (4.!) and ihe equation (5.10) are equivalei¡t when we set F=(0,fl,4>0=«p0,'P¡) and 'F=«p, 4"). Actually, we consider (5.10) since by transposition we obtain a vectorial solution U of (5.16) (sincé Fhas, in general, a rionzero fxrst component). Moreover, Uis a formal solution of tSe homogeneous equation adjoint to (5.16 bis) i.e.
U'+R* U=0.
Writting U= (u, u) , tSis ideniity is equivalent to Iherefore, we may hope that u is the unique solution of (5.1). Since u = u, we would obtain a regularity result for u'. We now clarify tSese eonsiderations in the 
TIff HILBERT UNIQUENESS METHOD
We are now ready to give tSe main result of iSis paper. It remains to pro-ve tSat ¿¿isa weak solution of(6. 1) le. we have to check that (since we already know that ¿¿(7')=u'(7')=0) a In Theorem 6.1, Wc establisb tSe exact controllability for controis witS support in Zt(xo) aud ZS(xo). In tSe pbysical point of 'iew, it would be ínteresting to get controis Saving tSeir supports only concentrated on tbe external boundary of fi j.c. no control on tSe bottom of tSe crack 1%. To bit tSis goal, it suffices (and it is allowed) to choose x 0 sueh tSat x0, = O in tSe multiplier.
